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INTRODUCTION & PROPOSAL

INTROPWTBOy
As a requirement for the fulfillment of my work towards a Bachelor
of Architecture Degree, I submit this thesis which Is a proposal for a
new Administration Building for the Montana Highway Commission in
Helena, Montana*
The information that is presented herein is very similar to that
which would be gathered by an architect in preparing for preliminary
design work. Much more information will be needed before a final design
solution can be done. This information, however, would have to be
gathered during the design stage and is beyond the scope of this thesis.
Any and ail of the problems, suggestions, and requirements
presented here, in the section on "Building Function and Basic Program",
will be solved by me as the designer*
It is important to note as a matter of technicality that the title
of "Montana Highway Department" is actually a misnomer and in reality
should be referred to as the "Montana Highway Commission." This
thesis will, therefore, use the name of Montana Highway Commission.

PROPOSAL
I propose that the Montana Highway Commission's facilities in
Helena, Montana be moved to a central building complex which I will
do the preliminary design of as the second requirement for this thesis,
These proposed facilities would be located on a new site and
would in no way be related to any of the present buildings now occupied
by the Highway Commission in Helena. this building complex would
house ail of the Highway Commission employees in the Helena area „

n

CONDITIONS CREATING A NEED

CONDITIONS CREATING A NEED
Montana is a growing slat© * As the state grows so must the
state government and its agencies such as the State of Montana Highway
Commission.
The effect of this government growth is now being and has been
felt lor a long time in Montana's Capital City, Helena. The existing
State Capitol Building is at the present time almost too small to house
and handle the important functions of the state government. The govern
ment officials realize that their present facility is rapidly becoming
inadequate and that is why at the present time they are planning to add
another wing to the present Capitol Building.
Across the street from the Capitol Building lies another state
agency which is also feeling the effects of Montana's growing pains,
namely the state headquarters for the Montana Highway Commission .
This agency employees some 2,057 men and women across the State of
Montana. Of these 2,057 employees 552 are employed in the Helena
Offices« This brings us to the real problem.
At the present time the Highway Commission is housed in all or
part of six different buildings in the Helena area. They ares

1.

luridy Shopping Center 4,400 sq ft for Gross Vehicle
Weight (Control Office.)

2.

Huatad Shopping Center, 5,000 sq ft for Planning Survey
and 15,300 m ft lor Montana Highway Patrol„

3. Cogswell Building, 12,373 m f t for Materials Section.
4. State Capitol Building , 1,100 sq ft for State Advertising.
5. Offices and shop buildings at Helena Fair Grounds, 47,000
sq ft for storage and maintenance of state equipment.
6. the present Highway Building housing ail other departments
and occupying approximately 44,400 sq ft.
For these building locations in the City of Helena, see map on page 3«
It does not take a great genius to look at the above and realise
that an organization of this size being housed in so many different
locations cannot possibly be working with the utmost efficiency that is
mandatory in this type of operation. X do not think that any amount of
organization, no matter how good, can alter this. Besides the ineffi
ciency and inconvenience that is inherent in the present type of operation,
a matter of economics enters the picture. Rent has to be paid on all of
the facilities other than the Highway Shops and the present Highway
Building. In addition to the rent there are expenses incurred from travel
between these different facilities. the rents and cost per trip are shown
on page 4.
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cost,

Planning Survey

$1,100.00

G.V.W.

1,04$,00

Materials
Advertising

2,100.00

Highway Patrol

liMfrtPO

1

JL2L

$6,111.00

24

$S.0O

Coat of trips per month

« 22(8)

§

LL

$0.25
0.S0

«*

$176.00

Total cost of trips and rent per month ®

$6287*00

total cost of trips and rent per year

$7S,444.00

»

The cost of man hours lost in traveling between the different facilities
is not shown in these figures, if it were the total would be much higher.
Further costs would be incurred in the future, for it is expected that the
Highway Commission's space requirements will double in the next ten to
fifteen years. If a new building isn't built additional space will be
required and hence more rent and trip expense. (See also the section on
"Economic Considerations. *)
In order for the Highway Commission to consolidate their facilities,
they are going to have to make an addition to their present facility,
Another problem arises here as there is not sufficient room on the present
site for a building addition. This would mean that a separate building
would have to be constructed in the capitol complex which at best would

only be a good compromise for th© highway facilities still would not be
housed in the same building, but only in the same area which would be
two to three blocks apart*
It would seem now that we are almost back to where we started.
Hie State Capitol needs an addition and the Highway Commission also
needs new facilities* there does* however, seem to be a simple solution
tc this whole problem .
the Montana Highway Commission's employee**, in their every*
day work, do not need direct intercourse between any of the government
offices housed in the capitol complex. It is, therefore, not necessary
for the Montana Highway Commission to be housed in the capitol complex.
It has now been suggested that the State Highway Commission
sell their existing building across from the capitol to the State of Montana
and construct for themselves a new facility which would house all of
their divisions and sections in one building complex. If the state were to
buy the present State Highway Building, which has the office space,
auditorium and conference rooms that the State Legislature needs, it
would become unnecessary to make an ad dition to the State Capitol
Building.
this solution seems to be the simplest and most inexpensive way
to be rid of two bad problems. It is, therefore, with this premise that I
will proceed to do this thesis research on a new building complex for

the Montom State Highway Commission * I will in no way bs concerned
in this thesis research or In the design stage with anything that will be
done to the present highway building „

LOCAL CONDITIONS

LOCAL CONDITIONS

lS.fM.iS
In 1805 the towns it# of Helena wes first viewed by the white mam*
July of that year saw the members of the Lewis m$ Clark Expedition pass
through a steep wailed canyon, which they named "The Gates of the
Mountain©/' into a vast almost treeless valley. The member® of the party
called it, 'The Valley of the Prickly Pe#r»wi Save for a lew fur trappers
and occasional bends of Indian hunting parties, the valley remained unin
habited lor the next 40 to 50 years. During the years ot ISSS-60 mc 61
the Mulian Road was being constructed, This road passed very close to
the present town site ol Wolf Creek which is 35 miles north of Helena.

2

This road helped open up the valley of the Prickly Pear. Some farmers
moved into the valley but it didn't realiy start to thrive until 1864.
On July 14 of that year a party oi four prospectors, now known as
the "Four Georgians* were passing through the valley on their way back
to Virginia City for supplies. They decided to take one last chance in a
little gulch on Prickly Pear Creek. It was here that they struck it rich.
In the next IC to IS years it has been estimated that over $200,000 ,000
worth of gold was taken out o! the gulch.

3

In 1875 Helena was named Montana's third territorial capital and
in 1881 it was incorporated* Sy the late 1830*8 Helen® had a population
ol 1S,0G0 (5,000 less than 1980 population) and was by far Montana's
foremost commercial city.4 It was during this time that Helena boasted
over SO millionaires and was said to be the richest city per capita in
the United States.

S

Helena and many other cities were growing rapidly

during this time, and it was becoming more important to have better
transportation facilities throughout the state.
It wasn't until March 13, 1913, shortly after the first automobile
made it to Montana, and some fifty years after the Mullan Road was
constructed, that the Montana Highway Commission was formed.5 The
original commission was composed of three members appointed by the
Governor and was authorized

Mto

give such advice, assistance, and

supervision with regard to road construction, improvement, and mainte
nance throughout the state as time and conditions would permit,*7 From
this meager beginning, the Highway Commission has continued to grow
from a fiscal year budget of $98,287.IS in 1917 to a budget of approxi
mately $30,526,000,00 for the 1986-1967 fiscal year,9

Geographical
In the heart of West Central Montana lies the City of Helena, the
county seat of Lewis and Clark County and the Capital of Montana, More

specifically Helena is located geographically at 45^ 35* N Latitude and
112° OX1 W Longitude.10
Few cities are more beautifully situated than Helena, Nestled at
the 4100 ft level on the gentle slopes of Mount Helena and Mount
Ascension, she is surrounded by much natural beauty. She overlooks the
great Prickly Bear Valley which stretches to the Rocky Mountains on the
west and north and to the foothills of the Big Belt Mountains on the east.**
Adding to the natural beauty in the Helena area are the many lakes
that are within 20 miles of Helena. The three major lakes are Canyon
Ferry, Gates of the Mountains, and Hauser Lake. There are numerous
smaller lakes in the area which are not as easily accessible but which
provide good fishing and camping for the outdoors men.
Within a 125 mile radius of Helena lies four of Montana's principal
cities, namely Great Falls, Montana's largest city, Missoula, Butte and
Boseman. It is estimated that 65 % of Montana's population is located with
in this 12S mile radius.12

Byonorote
When Helena was originally settled its main economic foundation
was based on the mining that was being done in the area. As the gold
supply started to be depleted Helena didn't fold into a ghost town as so
often happened in that era. It was Helena's central location in the state

that allowed it to grow into an administrative and cultural center lor
the Slat®,
While the state government is probably the largest Singh*
employer (has the largest number of employees) in the city, there $r@
also many other large businesses located here. Among these are the
Anaconda Company, in East Helena, the state headquarters for Mountain
State# Telephone and Telegraph, Kaiser Cement Company (Montana City)
and Cairo Engineering Works. In addition to these private tans,

the

federal government also has large facilities including the Internal Revenue
Service, Bureau of Public Roads and a Federal Keserve Branch Bank,
Helena's economic base is also in a large part dependent upon
its surrounding areas, Much of the surrounding land is owned by farmers
and ranchers who raise their crops and animals in the immediate area and
ship them from Helena. It is estimated that $4% of lewis and Clark
County land is either being farmed or ranched,

13

There are slightly over 300 retail establishments within the city
of Helena which employ over 1,300 people. These employees received a
payroll of $3,489,420.$0 in 1964, Estimated retail sales for that year
were $39,793,000.00. The city is also served by three banks which had
total deposits of $72,128,960 from 29,122 depositors as of December
31, 1963. 14

th&re ©re three buslines, two airlines and two railroads thet
««Helena's commercial transportation needs„ There are two highways
into and out of Helena* They are U.S. No, 12 running East and West
and interstate No. IS running North and South«

Social
Helena's economy is not based to a great extent on manufacturing
so it is not surprising to find such & high percentage of white collar
workers, See figure 1 below.
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"Year in mo year oat, Helena ha© the moat equable climate in
the State." if

The annual average temperature is 43.8'*. See table 1

below J7 Over a 54 year period, Helena has had m average of 2,6 Sthours of sunshine per year or $&% of possible,

MP»

mum.
January
February
M arch
April
May
June

T^MP^RATyRK
AVERAGE
20.6
23.7
32.6
43.8
$2.0
5S.S

18

(BASEL OK

mum
Juiy
August
September
October
November
December

Tffiftft AVglflSS
AVERAGE
67.8
66.3
S$«0
45,7
32.0
24.9

The city receives on the average less than 13 inches o! rain a year.
Although this is not an excessive amount of moisture when it It couplec
v/ith the 151 clay growing season it provides good growing conditions for
some grain crops and the grass lands used for grazing ©nimals ,* 3
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SITE CONDITIONS

3CT commas

Crien^atlon,
The sit® that J propose to use for this new structure is one o!
the many that is presently being considered by the Montana Highway
Commission. I have chosen this site because I feel thai it is better
situated than the other sites, because it is within live minutes driving
time o( the Stat© Capital complex, and there Is easy access to the two
major highways in the Helens area„ It is important to note that my
selection o! this site was in no way influenced by the Highway Commission
and it will not necessarily be their selection for a building site.
My proposed site is located East of Helena approximately one hall mile out ci the city limits. As can be seen from the aerial photo
on the foliowin 9 page and from the map on page 3, the site is adjacent
to the Interstate Highway No, IS interchange (the site is outlined in rec.)

Apiftpyu fow^n^enl
it can be seen from the photo on the following page that the site
is bore'erec on the North, West and South by highways. Beyond these
.immediate boundaries there are what I tee I to be spectacular views.
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Looking west from the site one sees the Eastern fringes of Helena
silhouetted against Mount Helena (see photo Ho, 1 page 18), Beyond
Mount Helena one sees the awesome profile of the Rocky Mountains,
Horth of the site are some low lying buildings on the other side of
the highway, but as one looks to the north he is not aware of these
buildings for before him lies the great valley of the Prickly Pear, Beyond
the valley Ues the Rocky Mountains, and it is here that one can see one
of mother nature's art works in the form of the "Sleeping Giant** (See
photo Ho, 2 page 19).
The views to the south and east are no less beautiful, There is
very little to obstruct one's view, (see photos No, 3 and 4 pages 20 and
21), To the east is a small trailer court but it is lost from view by the
great expanse of space around and beyond it, All in all, the building
would have one of the most spectacular views of Helena and vicinity that
is possible.

Topography
The site is very gently sloping clown in the north-east direction
at about ten feet in every two hundred and fifty feet. To the west of
the frontage road the land slopes down more to the north west at about
the same grade. Beyond the site to the north and east the slope remains
fairly gentle, however, to the south and west the land rises much more

rapidly, and is soon into the rolling foothills of the mountains oeyond,
(see aerial photo page IS ana crounri photos Nos. S and 6, pages 22 and 23).

Vegetation ano Qihey; ^Myyal Fe^ cures
It can be seen from the aerial and ail of the ground photos that
the site is pretty much devoid of natural vegetation. The site and its
immediate surroundings are covered by low grass and some sage brush.
It is also evident from the photos that there are no striking natural
features. In short the site is stark and barren, but is what I consider to
be an ideal site for a complex such as I am proposing.

Zoning Regulations
As mentioned before, the site is outside the city limits end so it
is not affected by the city zoning laws. A problem arises here, however,
because the City-County Planning Board has this area sonec lor a future
residential area.
I have had some discussions with highway officials on this point.
It is their belief that it would be little trouble to have the stoning changed
in this area should they eventually decide to use this site for their
building complex. When the zoning is chmg®d the Highway Commission
will have to abide by whatever regulations that are set forth in the new
classification.
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ioil Analysis
I do not have any information on the soils in the area but I will
have this information for the design stage.

Availability of Utilities
The site being located outside of city limits does not have any
utilities available other than electricity. This does present a problem„
but I feel that it can easily be solved.
Water and gas can be brought to the site from the city. Water
and gas mains of adequate size presently exist within one-fourth mile of
the site. These lines presently serve in part, the new St. Peters
Hospital. I have talked to Mr. Willis Wetstein, a Sanitary Engineer, who
is quite familiar with the utilities (water and gas) that are available in the
area of St. Peters Hospital. He thought that they were of sufficient size
to handle the extra load that would be demanded by the new complex. He
indicated however, that further study would have to be done before these
lines are tapped.
Sewer lines on the other hand present quite a problem. All of the
existing sewer lines within the immediate area are some fifty feet in
elevation higher than the site. If these lines were to be used, lift pumps
would have to be used to get the sewage to the sewer lines. This does
not seem to be efficient or practicle. There is, however, a simpler
solution.

.Approximately one mile north and west of the site there is an
eight inch sewer line which# according to Mr. Wets tein, should be of
sufficient sizie to handle this extra sewage load. Here again further
study would have to be done. This existing sewer line is some fifty feet
to seventy-five feet below the elevation of the site, This means that a
good grade can be maintained and the sewage would be gravity fed. to the
existing sewage line.
One mile of eight inch sewer pipe in place would cost, very roughly,
around $225,000.00,

Traftj<? Pc^rns
It is easy to see from the aerial photo and the map on page 3 that
good transportation routes are readily available to the site. There is,
however, going to be a problem arising here.
In the near future a four lane highway will be extended to East
Helena, this therefore will make eccess critical. I am therefore proposing
that the frontage road shown in the aerial photo (page 3) and on the map
on page 26 be moved to the extreme eastern edge of the property.
This far north eastern comer is the lowest point on the site. An
overpass (over the frontage road) could be constructed her© with a minimum
of excavation having to take place in the lowering of the frontage road to
obtain proper clearances. This type oi system would also allow the highway

as

IP
!§§

to remain on it® present grade, see the map on the following page lor
traffic iiows. X have discussed this posaifcie solution with State Highway
Engineer Lewis Chittim and he felt that it was a reasonable solution.

111

BUILDING FUNCTION a BASIC PROGRAM

Bviwm rwQmm
wmur mwmQvwvmm
The primary functions of the Montana Highway Commission are
many and varied. On the surface its functions might appear to be quit®
obvious and much easier to perform than is actually the case. to most
people the main functions of the Highway Commission are to procure rightof-way for, do the design of, supervise the construction of, enforce laws
on, and provide maintenance for all of the state's highways • What is not
readily apparent here is that it takes twenty-six different divisions and
sections within the Highway Commission to perform and or obtain these
primary functions , Ail of these different divisions and sections have
different primary functions „
Some of the different divisional and sectional functions are closely
related and dependent upon each other, where as, some are very unrelated
and independent of each other. In any case the proposed facility will have
to be designed to accommodate them &U« I feel that the easiest way to
determine the building's functions is to take each division or section by
itself and present its functions and requirements.

Note?
Ail facts and figures on the different divisions and sections are
taken from the twenty-*ix questionnaires which I mad® and distributed to
the different divisional and sectional heads. The numbers of personnel
and approximate areas shown in the following section were obtained from
the questionnaires, and are based on fifteen-year projected growth require
ments ,

RtpHT-yr-WAY PiVjSMi
The right-of-way division is one of the largest and most important
departments within the Highway Commission, If the commission did not
have ri$ht-of-way, it would be impossible to build highways. The primary
functions of this department are: to coordinate and approve proposed plans
and programs, to appraise and acquire right-ol-way land on the proposed
routes, see to and assist in utility relocation (not physical assistance in
the sense of actually relocating utilities, but rather supervisory), and
recording ail land transactions, This department must coordinate ail of
the right-of-way actions throughout the state, A large staff is required to
perform these many functions on a state wide basis.

Personnel
At the present time this department has forty-three employees.
The projected growth figures for the next fifteen years (my design will be
done for this fifteen ~y#ar expansion) show an expected seventy-four
employees. These employees are as follows:
NffMBER

EMPLOYEES
3
3
8

10
12
4
9
5
3
$
6

4

mmLLmimsm
Division Heed
Assistants to the Head
Secretaries
Draftsmen (Deeds Section)
Utilities Section
Plans and Programs Section
Right ~C:-Way Attorneys
Appraisal Section
Negotiation Section
Land Agents
Records Section
Public Imd Claims
Microfilm

This division and its employees will require approximately 10,000 sq ft.
B :stc ?ro,,pin Eeyjajremgnts

Livjuor,

U this department requires a microfilm and records section which will
occupy approximately 12DO sq ft plus an additional 100 sq ft lor
storage,
2, The drafting erea will require a minimum lighting level of ISC loot
candles throughout.

3 , A department of this si&e should have facilities for hat and coat
storage,
4. Ail oI the different sections within this department are important to
each other so people flow should be easy,
$, Private of lices are preferred for the department head, his assistants,
the lUght-Of-Wey Attorneys, and the Appraisal Section,
$, There should be easy access to the Legal Section,

PLANNING SVBVfff JECT?ON
The people in the Planning Survey Section are charged with the
duties oi preparing different kinds of maps (large scale contour maps to
small scale regional maps), taking traffic surveys and analysing them,
assembling various types of statistical data, supervision of research
projects, and preparation of various types of reports, In short, they are
the collectors of all important data regarding highways; that is taking the
total information and putting it in a more easily handled form.
Personnel
Growth studies indicate that this section will employe© about
fifty-three people by 1980-83. The majority of these (fifty-one to be
exact) will be the main work force with the two supervisory personnel
coordinating and over-seeing the operation,

The personnel are as follows:
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES

i
48
2

TOP

OR SECTICN

Section Head
Assistant to Head
Secretary
Draftsmen, Clerks and typists
Traffic Counter

This department will require approximately 8,250 sq ft,
Basic Program Requirements for the Planning Survey Section
1. Draftsmen, clerks and typists should have separate areas. This is
not mandatory by any means and it will have to be decided in the
design stage.
2. Hie drafting area will require a lighting level of at least 150 foot
candles throughout.
3. A fairly large storage room (200 - 300 sq ft) will be required for supplies
and reports, etc.
4. A storage area for hats and coats should be provided«
5. Supervisory personnel prefer private offices, probably within the same
general area.
6. This section should have easy vertical or horizontal traffic flow to the
Breconstruction Division.

IBM oECTIQfsl
The IBM Section has become one of the most important in the
Highway Commission's organisation . This section handles everything from
the payroll to helping in road design. It has become possible in the past
few years to program the computer to perform many of the time consuming
jobs that are associated with highway work.

Personnel
The fifteen-year projected employees survey indicates that this
section will employee approximately forty-nine people by 1980-33, The
personnel will be as follows;

nmm Of
I
1
1
IS
20
10

fy-B TITiX QR 3ECTSPN
Section Head
Assistant Section Head
Secretary
Engineer
Key Punch Operators
Computer Operators
Computer Progr&m&rs

The IBM Section will require approximately 9200 sq ft.

Basic Prpsram Requirements tor the IBM Section
1. The computer room requires controlled temperature and humidity and
it is preferred that this would be controlled by a separate unit.
2. There is a great need for IBM card storage. This would require a
fireproof vault of from 1000-2000 sq ft in area.

3. The key punch room will require sound deadening in the walla, floor,
and ceiling.
4. Easy access to electrical equipment under the iloor is required.
5 . The computers should be in a controlled area so as to avoid having

people who don't belong in the area away from the equipment.

roreoKSTOwnpN
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It is not surprising that the Preconstruction Division is the largest
within the Highway Commission, because it is this division's function to
program each project, determine the most economical routes (analysis of
all possible alternatives), development of plans and contract documents
for contract awards. In short they produce the actual highway design.
Personal
This department is expected to grow to approximately 290 employees
within the next fifteen years. According to the projected figures, this
division will require more than two times the present number of employees.
The personnel are as follows:
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES

€
3
1

JOB TITTUP pR SEC TICK
Division Head
Assistant to Head
Secretaries
Special Assignments Engineer
Urban Engineer
Secondary Road Engineer

NyMBEK OF EMPLOYEES
{continued)
4
72
33
15
36
10
10s

jQB I*TLE QR SECTION
(continued)
O If ice Engineer
Paving Engineers
Traffic Section
Hydraulics Section
Office Engineer
^reconstruction Designers
Pho co$ ramme try
Foed Plans Section

This department with its many varied functions and its large personnel
will require approximately 35,800 sq ft,
Basic Pros ram Pecuireinenta for the Preconatruction Division
1. The road plans section requires a large amount of storage area. This
area could be incorporated in one large area or several smaller areas
but total storage area should be approximately 800 - 1,000 sq It.
2. It is preferred that the large areas that are not being used for office
space should be divided into separate design areas of approximately
450 sq ft each. Further study of this will be required in the design
stage of this problem.
3. Supervisory personnel and special engineers <Uban Engineer, etc.)
prefer to have private offices or work areas. This too will have to be
studied further in the design stage.
4. A division of this size will require an area for hat and coat storage.

5. This division should have easy access to the IBM Section, the Bridge
Division, and the Planning Survey Section.
6. Ail the drafting areas that are required in this section must have a
minimum lighting level of ISO foot candles throughout *

comwytm EivysiQN

As the name implies the? Construction Division's main functions
©re to supervise and control all of the highway construction activities tor
the State of Montana, This division is very instrumental in seeing to it

that the highways are being built according to plans and specifications.
Personnel
While this division performs very important functions it does not
have a large number of employees in the Helena Office. There are many
division engineers in different localities throughout the state that have
their own staff with which to perform their primary functions» The key
supervisory personnel are, however, located in the Helena Office. The
personnel are as follows:
nvmber QF mmrEz®
1
4
3
2
3

JOB TjTLg QR SECTW

Division Head
Division Head Assistants
Secretaries
Specifications Engineers
Division Office Engineers

mmm ER EMPLOYEES
(continued)
3
I
1
4
3

TOE TITLE OK SECTION
(conlUiu«d)
Engineers in Training
Office Manager
Secretary (Labor Compliance)
Field and Office Personnel
(Labor Compliance)
Accountant II
Auditors

This department will require approximately 467C sq ft according to the
iiiteen-ye&r projected growth studies.
Basic Program Eequtreinentg for the Conttrqcfaon Cms ton
I. A lar$e storage room oi approximately 7S0

SQ it will be required*

2* h coat closet will be necessary.
3. Almost ail of the divisions within this department prefer to have private
working areas * Again this will have to be studied further in the design
stage.
4. This division should have easy access to the Preconstruction Division.

BRIDGE LIVIlilON
As the name implies this division's function is to design all of
the bridges and overpasses lor the Montana Highway system. The division
is responsible for a great deal of savings to the tax payer. Bridges make
it possible for the highways to follow a more direct route and therefore
reduce land purchase prices and save the cost oi building extra miles of
highway that are not needed.

Personnel
The majority of the Bridge Division's employees are in the design
crew sections« This is as it should be for the designing of bridges is the
division's main function, The personnel are as follows:

mam or atataas

m nm q* section

1
2
3
3
2

Division Head
Assistants to the Head
Secretaries
Assistant Bridge Engineers (design)
Assistant Bridge Engineers
(construction)
Division Engineers
Nine Man Design Crews
(1 crew « 9 men)
Shop Drawings

2
6
2

An approximate area of 8,200 sq ft will be required for this department to
function properly •
Basic Program Requirements for the Bridge Division
1« Each nine man design crew will require a separate room of approximately
sq ft.
2. A large file room lor drawing storage will be required* This room should
be approximately 400 sq ft in area*
3. Each design room should have a coat closet or as a possible alternative
there could be a common area for that purpose. This will be studied
in the design state.
n

4. a mlnibiuai lighting level oi 150 loot candies will be required throughout

all of the drafting areas •
$* thu division should be in close proximity to the PreconsirucUon Division.

PHOIECX CONTROL DIVI^M
This division hss several important functions in the planning and
construction oi highways. The primary function® oi this division are:
to establish the advance planning lor the orderly development of all phases
of a construction program within the limits of .federal and state funds
available, to keep abreast with and report on the progress of the programs#
did tribute funds in accordance with iedifdi and &£&te statues, and to keep
accurate records o: their disposition* In short this division & the chief
organifcer of all project and their relate funds .

Even though this division has a great deal of responsibility in
Highway Commission programs it is at the present time handled by only
four persons« Projected studies indicate that six people will be required
to handle the operation by 1980-83. They are as follows:

mmm w PAmm
1
1
1
1

IPB, WW Q* SECTION
Division Head
Assistant to Head
Accountant IV
Accountant II

vmm
or mm
(continued)
1
1

m nm
PP sector
(continued)
C lerk H
Secretary II

the Project Control Department will require approximately 1,050 sq ft
according to the fifteen-year projected study.
Baste Program Requirements for the Project Control Division
1. Most of this division's records are shown in visual form on portable
display screens that are approximately 4 ft by $ ft. These display
panels will require a large perimeter area free from obstruction. Panels
will be provided by the state so they won't be part of the design.

HffsBWAv gg
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The Montana Highway Commission is the top administrative agency
in the highway* Its main functions are to set administrative policy, award
contracts, and in general oversee the entire operation. The five commis
sioners are the Highway Commission's link with the federal and state
governments *
As mentioned earlier in this paper the Highway Commission members
are politically appointed. They require one large room for their meetings
(they meet once a month for two to three days). When the commission is
not in session the area is used as a large conference room by the different
divisions and sections.

While the commission members are not present save for a lew clays
a month they do have a commission secretary who handles any business that
may come up between meetings, This secretary also keeps the commission
members advised as to any important developments that may occur. Special
meetings of the commission may be called if necessary,
PMMHfflt.l
The only full time employees (in the Helena Ollice year round) in
this department are the Commission Secretary and his two secretaries. The
Commission Secretary requires a private office as do his secretaries (one
ollice for both secretaries). These offices plus the commission room will
occupy approximately 1850 sq It in the new building •
Baffin Program Feq^irements for the Highway

&m.

1. The Commission Room should have private toilet facilities.
2. It is desirable that the room have a folding partition or some other
means of dividing the room into two smaller parts *
3. Movie and slide showing equipment (screen, projector, projector
stand and equipment storage) is required,
4. A closet for coats and hats is required •
5. A chalk board and map hanging rail are needed.
6* h large tack board is required*

my womm
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The State Highway Engineer is the Highway Commission1® link with
their employees* He sees to it that the directions of the commission are
carried out. When vacancies occur in key positions he is in charge of
finding suitable and qualified replacements , He must be abreast with all
the important and sometimes unimportant happenings within the Highway
Commission throughout the state,
g*ersonnel
The Highway Engineer's personnel is literally the some 2,050
employees of the Montana State Highway Commission, More specifically
he has two secretaries, one assistant to the State Engineer, and one
systems coordinator. This number could increase but this is not shown in
the fifteen-year expansion study. This department will require approxi
mately 1,150 sq ft in the new facility*
Basic Program Requirements for the State Hichwav Engineer's Area
1, A small conference room in the immediate vacinity of the Highway
Engineer's Office is desirable,
2, A private toilet is required,
3, The Highway Engineer requires a private entrance to his office,
If the office were located on an upper floor (this would be preferred)
a private stairway would be required,

4* A small closet is required.
5. The Highway Engineer's area should be close to the Commission Room.

ASSISTANT
This department requires only one man end his secretary (both with
private offices) to perform its function which is to control ail of the
administrative activities of the Highway, He also handles most of the
direct political problems that are encountered in the highway activities.
There are no special requirements needed for this department# According
to the growth study an area of approximately 420 sq ft will be sufficient for
it to function#

ADMIKISmTjVE COORDINATOR AND WfWRT
The function of the people in this department is to work in close
harmony with the Administrative Assistant and to see that all administrative
policies are properly coordinated. The analyst referred to here is the
Budget Analyst. The Administrative Coordinator will require a private
office as will the two Budget Analysts • The area required would be
approximately 6 5 0 s q f t .

mmms Limm
This division *s main concern is the testing and certification of all
materials used in the construction of a project* This department requires

many special areas and equipment. The duties performed are some times
noisy and messy. It is suggested that this division be in close conjunction
with the highway shops „ I will not be concerned with any design of the
Materials Division other than suggesting a possible location on the site.

GKQSS VEHKpjJB WEIGHT SECTION
This section has many important functions in the collection of revenue
from operators ol motor vehicles, enforcement ol laws in connection with
collection of these revenues, enforcement of signs and weights of vehicles,
and the administration of laws regarding inter-state travel. They have much
control over the flow of commercial vehicles on the state's highways.
Personnel
It does not take a great many supervisory personnel to run this
section, but it does take a large number of cashiers, accountants, and
clerk typists. The personnel are as follows;
m beh or wpctp
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i
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Section Head
Assistant Head
Secretary
Cashiers, Accountants, and
Clerk Typists.

This department will require approximately 6,600 sq ft according to the
growth forecast,

Basic Program Requirements for the G.V.W. Section
1. Private offices are preferred for the supervisory personnel and their
secretaries.
2. A large storage room of approximately 1500 sq ft is needed for record
storage,
3. A burglar proof vault is required for the cash which is handled in this
office.
4. It might be feasible to divide the cashiers, accountants, and typists
into three different areas. This will have to be studied further in the
design stage.
5. A coat and hat storage area will be required.

HIGHWAY PATROL
Montana's Highway Patrol has many very important functions to
perform after the highways are constructed. These functions include traffic
law enforcement, administration of the "Safety Responsibility Law", keeping
of traffic accident records # and the issuance and processing of drivers
license (record keeping). There will be other duties to perform in the future
such as motor vehicle inspection, training facilities, and expanded use of
chemical testing.
The Highway Patrol is expected to more than double in size within
the next fifteen years. Without including the patrolmen this will amount to

approximately 107 employees. This would be one of the largest departments
within the Highway Commission in Helena # The employees are as follows:

&wm w B4H#xbbs
I
1
3
8
1
8
9
12
1
12
IS
7
4
12
1
4
2
6

m wu g*
Department Head
Chief of Highway Petrol
Assistant to Head
Secretaries
Chief Accountant
Accounting Division
Safety Division
Accident Records Division
Accident Analyst
Driver Improvement Division
Drivers License Records
Drivers License Processing
Equipment and Supply
Data Processing
Head of Data Processing
Printing Division
Photo License Processing
Motor Vehicle Inspection

This department will require approximately 32,400 sq ft in the new structure•
Basic Program Requirement* for the Highway Patrol
1. A large record storage area ol approximately

Z,Z GO sq It is needed.

2. Coat and h&t storage area is required.
3. This department should be within convenient walking distance of the
computer room because much of their work in the future will be computer
ized (drivers license records etc.).

PHCffiG AND PROCESSING SECTION
This title is self-explanatory as to the section's function. This
department handles ell the photography work for the Highway Commission.
This may not sound like much but a great deal of information is taken torn
these photos, Aerial photos are especially important because contour maps
can be made from them#

Personnel
It does not take many people to handle the work done by this
section* What is important here Is the special equipment and areas re
quired, The personnel are as follows;
nvmbek Of BMPwym
1
4
1
I
6
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Section Head
Photographers
Lithographer
tab Technician
Machine Operators

This department will require approximately 8,300 sq ft,
Basic Ptooram Kaqulrementa for ths Photo and Processing Section
1. Approximately 1,700 sq it is required for storage,
2, The colored lithography process requires temperature and humidity
controlled storage and press rooms. This might suggest a location close
to the IBM Division,

3. Iteiri^rauoa is jequxrac lor colored film stora**.
4, The GZXK rooms and the lab area require flexible Or linage and plumbing
systems,
5* Electricity is required at many different locations within the lab so it
is advisable to have a grid type floor system for easy access.

fCcoiffiTiNi
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This is probably considered by most of the Highway Commission's
employees to be the most important department in the whole organization,
lor they handle the payroll* Aside from this function they have many other
duties which are Just as important* They include: the maintenance of the
fiscal records for the Highway, recording all receipts and expenditures,
vouching for federal aid, and recording cost and budget accounting •

This department does not require a large number of supervisory
personnel but rather it does require a large number of accountants, clerks
and stenographers. The personnel are as follows:
I^MRN
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Division Head
Assistants to the Head
Clerks, Stenographers and
Accountnats

These personnel will require approximately 4100 sq ft In the new facility.
Baste Program Requirements lor fee Accounting Division
1. The Accounting area should have fairly easy access to the IBM Center
since much of the accounting work is performed by the computers»
2. An office of approximately 306 sq ft is required for use by outside
auditors.
3. the supervisory personnel would prefer private offices but again this
will have to be studied further in the design stage.
4* A fire prod records snd supplies valut will be required for this depart-*
ment,
*»

$ • An area for hats and coats should be provided •
6 • Some sound deadening should be provided in areas where there are lots
of machines (typewriters, calculators etc*),

ItGhh COUNSEL DIVjSjftK
This division consists of one man and his secretary. His main
function is to work directly for the commission and the State Highway
Engineer on all legal matters. An area of approximately 450 sq ft will be
required according to the fifteen-year growth studies, This department
could be located close to the Attorney's Department,

SO

ATTORNEYS DIVISION
The function of the attorneys is to handle ail of the problems that
have come to the attention of the legal counsel. These could include
right-of-way proceedings and various other legal actions brought against
the state. There are many legal proceedings involved with acquiring
right-of-way, so it is advisable that the attorneys be located close to the
Bight-Of-Way Division even though they are not part of this division «
Personnel
This department has a fairly small sfcaff and the growth studies
indicate that only six additional employees will be required by 1980-83,
The personnel are as follows?

mmm or
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Division Head
Assistant to Head
Secretaries
Attorneys
taw Clerk

6

14
1

This department will require approximately 6,100 sq It in the new facility.
Basic Program Requirements for the Attorneys Division
1. It is feasible that the secretaries will be located in one large office
"l
but all other personnel in this department will require private offices»
It has been found that the attorneys work more efficiently in private
offices«
SI

2, Each office should have reference book space,
3* The Highway Commission's library should be located close to this
division *

CQMumQmom SEcqpH
The communication center is an important part of a state wide net
work. It is through this network that any important problems or emergencies
can be communicated to the proper people in the shortest time possible.
Personnel
The number of personnel in this section is to remain at approximately
the same strength according to the growth studies« It is possible that one
additional employee will be needed within the next fifteen years, The
personnel are as follows:
n m m a t mmx*%s
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Section Head.
Assistant to the Head
Secretary
Radio Operators
Kadio Engineers

It is possible that all of these employees could be housed in a single
area of approximately 3,100 sq f t .
Baalc Program Requirements for the Co.rmunlcationn Section
I. This room will require sound deadening construction*

2. There are many special machines such as the teletype and radio
counsel that will have to be located in the design stage.
3. There should be some type of communication set up between this section
and the Highway Patrol.

PERSONNEL SECTION
The Personnel Section has many important contacts with the employees,
for they are responsible for evaluations (performance etc.), benefits (re
tirement), interviewing, placement, labor relationships, wages, adminis
tration, and personnel policies and procedures. It can easily be seen from
the preceding that this is a very important department both to the Highway
Commission and to their employees.
Personnel
Although this is a very important department it does not take a
great number of people to make it function. The department will require
the following employees according to the growth studies.
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
1
1
4
1

TQB TITLE OR SECTION
Section Head
Assistant to Head
Secretaries
Personnel Technician

This department will require approximately 2,000 sq ft

ftvainm R*qutwn«ptg &?rth?
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l« A small record storage area will be required* This should be close to
the secretarial area,
2* there will also be a need for a small testing lab and or class loom*
These two could possibly be combined*

sjm mmmim, wcmw
the main function of the State Advertising Section is as the name
implies, to advertise the state's many natural and man made attributes*
Xt is in this section that the highway maps, and other additional travel
information is produced, While this department does not employ a large
number of people it is very instrumental in bringing tourist trade to the
state*
Pgrwpel
As mentioned* this department is small in size but it is expected to
more than double in size within the next fifteen years * The personnel will
be as follows s

mmm wmmm?,
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Section Head
Assistant to the Head
Secretaries
Writer®

MMM PE MWVM
(continued)
I
I
4

IQB TITLE g,R BEQ1?QN
(continued)
Photographer
Travel Information Director
Mall Boom
(Separate from the Mali Room
for the entire complex) •

This department will require approximately 2,500 sq ft in the new facility*
B^c Program

Advertising Segtfon

1. There will be a need lor a storage room for printed material and supply
storage.
2. A research and news file section is mandatory for this type of operation „
3 • Photocopying facilities will be required within this area.
4* this section should be located so as to have easy access to the main
Mail Room of the complex and the Photo and Processing Section.

mm WPftMATipK SECTIQN
While this title might suggest that it is closely related to the State
Advertising Section it really is not. The function of this section is the
collection and dispersement of highway information and progress • This is
done in the form of press releases, radio statements and the like.
MasessL
It might seem strange at the first glance to see draftsmen listed
as a part of this department but they in fact are a very important part of

this department * These draftsmen draw all of the visual aids required
lor newspapers and public appearances. The personnel are as follows:
number py
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1
2

3
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Section Head
Assistant to the Head
Secretaries
Draftsmen

1,550 sq ft is the projected space required for this department.
Baste Program Requirements for the Public Information Section
1, The supervisory personnel and secretaries require private offices ,
while the draftsmen can be housed in a common area.
2. The drafting area should have a minimum lighting level of ISO foot
candles throughout.
3 * This section could possibly be housed in the same general area as
the State Advertising Section.

LIBRARY

This will be a very small library and only contains volumes of
information concerning highways and bridges. This could include every
thing from civil engineering periodicals to law books. There will be two
employees. The whole facility should not be much larger than 1,2GQ sq ft.

HHl AND FUR SECTION
The Mall Section's main function is the central distribution and
collection center lor ail outgoing and incoming mail and the filing of all
correspondence.
Personnel
The employees of this section are as follows;

tfmm w mmmm,
1
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Section Head
Clerks and Secretaries

This mail room will require approximately 1,100 sq ft.
Special Departmental Requirements
I* Easy access to mail trucks is a primary requirement and would almost
demand a ground level location •
2, The Mail Room should fee closely located to an elevator so as to simplify
vertical traffic,

Mwmimw.vmm
The control and supervision of all upkeep and repair of State Highway
Commission property, is the primary function of the Maintenance Division,
Personnel in this department are supervisory and controlling in nature and
must not be confused with the people who perform the actual maintenance,

PefwnQfl
The personnel in this section am involved with keeping truck of ail
the equipment owned or ranted by the commission. While this entails a
great deal of work it does not require a large staff* The personnel are as
follows:
ffPMftff OF EMPLOYEES
1
2
6
2

m Tfftf.ff* SECTOR
Section Head
Assistant to the Head
Secretaries and Clerks
Office Manage
Civil Defense Coordinators

These employees will require approximately 3#000 sq ft in which to perform
their job *
Spgcm Pep^rtmfflnt^l
U & small storage room of about 300 sq ft will be required for record storage.
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Soma basic space relationships that should be studied carefully at

the design stage are shown on the following three pages.
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SUMMARY
All of the preceding facts and figures seem to cover the required
functions with some degree of thoroughness, but there are several important
facets that have not been covered. These other functions and requirements
will show up more in the design stage • Some of these ares
1* the need for a cafeteria (many highway officials indicate a need
and a desire for a cafeteria).
2« There is a need for a small theatre (180-200 seats) for staff
meetings, lectures, etc.
3. Conference rooms of different sizes should be provided throughout
the complex. There is a need for the following conference rooms;
1
1
1
1
2

Personnel Division
^reconstruction Division
Right-Of-Way Division
Bridge Division
For Miscellaneous Use

The Commission Room can also be used as a Conference Boom»
4 • h great deal of study is necessary to develop vertical circulation
(stairs and elevators) and horizontal circulation*
5* Storage vaults have been covered fairly thoroughly in the
preceding presentation but there is a possibility of a need for
a large supply storage vault. (See Fallout Shelter cm page 64).

«. Many ciiisceiianeous storage areas will be required.
7. The mechanical and electrical systems will need xruch study due
to the many special requirements fare 3en ted in a building of this
size,
8. There are many iacets oi the building that will be controlled by
the * Uniform Building Code •"
9. Janitor facilities will have to be located throughout the building.
10* Garbage disposal chutes would seem advisable. Also an incin
erator will be required,
II. Rest Room facilities will be needed throughout the structure«
The codes will help to determine how many.

As mentioned oeiore, this proposed facility would be located outside
the city limits and since there would be so many employees in the structure,
it is almost mandatory to provide a fallout shelter.
The Montana Highway Patrol would be very involved in any opera
tions being performed in the event of a nuclear attack * Since the Highway
Petrol would be headquartered in this facility and there being a state wide
radio system here, it would seem even more mandatory to provide a fallout
shelter.
This fallout shelter would help to solve another problem. It should
be realised that the Highway Commission cannot dispose of any of their
past records • It is therefore mandatory to provide a large fireproof storage
area for the storage of old records • The latest in electronic equipment will
be used to keep this area properly organized (microfilming, IBM, etc.).
I feel, as do many highway officials, that this storage area could
easily be incorporated with the fallout shelter. Just how much area that
will be required for this fallout shelter will be determined in the design
stage. The Civil Defense will provide a good share of the money that will
be needed to construct this shelter area.

ECONOMIC

CONSIDERATIONS

JECONOMjg CONSIDERATION?
I think that it can readily be seen from the preceding section on
"Building Function and Basic Program" that this building is going to have to
be quite large and complex. From the preliminary space estimates I have ,
it looks as though the building will require a usable floor area of about
147,000 sq ft (based on fifteen-year expectations) and this does not include
hallways, stairways, lobbies, conference rooms and other general areas
that will be required . When the preceding areas are included the required
area will be between 162,000 sq ft to 177,000 sq ft. These figures based
on an additional 10% to 20% of the required 147,000 sq ft. The 20% figure
of 177,000 sq ft seems more reasonable. This area is still exclusive of the
fallout shelter mentioned in the preceding section.
This 177,000 sq ft will be what I am going to be concerned with in
my design problem. These areas are exclusive of the Materials Testing
area and the Highway Shops area which will be included in the same building
complex. I will not be concerned with these areas in my design other than
showing what I would think to be a good location for them. The Highway
Shop and the Materials Testing facilities will require approximately 94,000
sq ft for work area.
Preliminary cost estimates indicate that a complex of this size
would cost approximately $4.5 million. A more realistic figure to work

with at this preliminary design stage might be $5.0 million. This $5.0
million would take care of any contingencies that might come up in the
design stage that are not foreseeable at the present time. It is, of course,
hoped that the building complex can be built for the $4.5 million figure.
The structures in the complex will be of the highest quality construction.
At the present time the Montana Legislature has $700,000 available
to the Highway Commission for the building of a Materials Testing facility
and additional office space. Highway officials do not feel that this
additional facility will solve their problems, ^ In order to use this money
more efficiently the highway officials would like to see it applied toward
the cost of a new complex.
If the new complex were to be built, the existing highway building
could then be sold to the Montana Legislature (this is covered in greater
detail in the section Conditions Creating a Need"). It is hoped that the
present highway building could be sold for approximately $2.0 million.
This would mean that an additional $2.3 million would have to be raised.
Approximate cost of proposed complex
Money presently available
Money from sale of existing building
Additional money required

$5.0 million
0.7
2.0
$2.3 million

This additional $2.3 million dollars would have to be supplied by
the Montana Legislature. While this may sound like an excessive amount.

I feel that it can b© justified* As mentioned before in the section on
"Conditions Creating a Keed" the Highway Commission is presently spend
ing $76,400 a year ior rent on their different facilities and the transportation
between them* Unless the new complex is built, the highway is still going
to require additional space (approximately twice as much according to
fifteen-year growth forecast). This additional rented space could easily
amount to twice the total space occupied in all existing facilities within
fifteen years.
Even if the present rate of rent and travel expenses were to remain
the same, $1,146,000.00 would be spent for these purposes in the next
fifteen years. I think it is safe to assume that within this fifteen-year
period that the rent would rise. This coupled with additional space that
would have to be rented could easily increase this figure to $2.0—$2,S mil
lion in a fifteen-year period. The legislature appropriates this money. It
would seem reasonable to me that the legislature would rather see this money
go into a single complex for the highway rather than into the pockets of
private individuals or corporations.
The next problem that arises is the acquisition of land. At the present
time, the Highway Commission owns but 10 acres of the proposed site (see
map on page 68). h break down of the costs are on page 69.

Til

50 acres to the north and west of the
property owned by the Highway Commission
Estimated value of improvements
(buildings, etc.)
40 seres south and east of the property
owned by the Highway Commission
Total cost of 90 acres and improvements

$65,000 or
$l,300/acre
95,000
20,000 or
3 .SQQ/scre
HM«QW

This purchase would provide a 100-acre building site.
The next cost that would be incurred would be that of getting the
utilities and sewer to the site. I can only give very rough approximate
costs lor these,
1 mile ol 8 inch sewer
1/2 mile of gas and water
Electricity is already available at the
site but wiring should be underground
(this would include telephone also)
Total of utilities and sewer

$225,000
70,000

5,000
$300,000

The controlled access system that was shown and discussed in the section
on

M3He

Considerations* does not have to be included in the building

complex cost. This access will be included in the cost of the highway
extension to East Helena when it is built. I would move the frontage to
the eastern edge of the site so that it wouldn't have to be moved later when
the highway goes through •

How that I have covered the cost of the lend# utilities and sewer«
an elementary analysis of the available money and building cost can be
made.
Money Available
Utilities and sewer cost
Land acquisition cost

$5.CO million
0.30
048

Money available for building
complex construction

million

Estimated total building
complex floor area (less
fallout shelter)

256,000 sq ft

Available money per sq ft
of complex

$17,50 pat

This figure of $17.50 psf is a little misleading because the Materials
testing section and the Highway Shop facilities can be built for considerably
less then $17*50 osf. This is because these facilities need only the barest
amount of interior finish materials and interior partitions. This would lead
me to believe that these facilities could be built for as little as $10.00 psf.
This would leave more money for the main administration building. The
breakdown would be as follows:

Available money
Material Testing and Highway
Shop cost

$S«00 million
0,94

Land, utilities and sewer
costs

Money available lor
administration building

$3*51 million

Available money for 177,000 uq It « $20.20 psl. These figures

are very rough and can only be used for an elementary analysis, It will
be impossible even in the design stage to approximate the cost* These
figures seem to be fairly realistic when compared to the costs of large
buildings such as schools •

AESTHETICS

I feel that aesthetics 13 one of the most Important things that an
architect has to consider when approaching a design problem. I do not
think that aesthetics should control a design to the point where the primary
functions of the building are being pushed to the wayside. Rather I would
like to think that the aesthetics would complement the function rather than
control it* Whan it comes to discussing aesthetics, however, X find it
extremely difficult to culminate my thoughts without having at least some
semblance of my design ideas expressed in graphical form,

AESTHETICS WRBIFFQPW TO M SPRC
As wss mentioned previously in the section on "Site Conditions"
the proposed building site is treeless and has no outstanding physical
features • There will be no buildings, other than those that might be in
cluded in this complex, within 1,000 feet of the new structure.
Since there are no buildings in the immediate area, and those that
are, ere inconsequential architecturally, I feel that my proposed building
will not have to relate or complement any of them. It can take on any form
or character that I wish to give it as long as it does not violate my feelings
as to how it should relate to the site.

In considering the site as an important part of the design, certain
problems arise • The large size of the proposed building (square footage
wise), and the many interrelationships of different departments (walking
distance becomes important here) almost surely dictate a multi-story
structure ,
If one is dealing with a smaller single story structure it is, in
most cases, easier to relate the building to the site so as to make it part
of the site, I feel that this building-site relationship is of great importance,
When the size of the building that is being designed is of a much larger
size, say three stories or more, a designer is faced with a much more
difficult task.
One choice the architect has is to completely divorce his building
from the site and the surrounding buildings, I feel that a good example of
this is seen in Frank Lloyd Wright's Guggenheim Museum,
The other alternative that the architect has le to make the building
an integrally related to the land. This is different to me than making the
building part of the site,
Highways are foreign to the earth's surface, as will my building be
to its site, I feel, however, that while these highways are foreign to the
surface of the earth, they are also a very integral part of it. This is shown
in the way (in most cases) that they follow the contours of the land over
which they are built. Since Z am going to be designing the building where

highways are designed, I feel that I should, in some way, try to impart
this same type of integral relationship with the site. The building should
not be divorced from the site in my estimation.
How to accomplish this integral relationship of building and site
is not an easy task. It will (in any building where this is desired) take a
great deal of ingenuity and forethought upon the part of the designer, the
architect has two primary tools with which to accomplish his goals, Ms
design ability and his skill in working with and relating materials,

BUItPPIC AESTHETICS
The proposed building is being designed on a fifteen-year projected
growth basis with a possibility of a future addition. This means that all
materials must be extremely durable • Another requirement is that the
building be of fireproof construction. Due to the large size and the preceding
requirements, I can eliminate the use of wood for primary structural members
or ars a primary exposed exterior covering,
I feel that the materials and the design should impart a feeling of
dignity, not formal dignity, but professional dignity. To me formal dignity
would impart the feeling that one wouldn't feel comfortable going to the
structure without a suit on. Professional dignity means to me that the build
ing would be open and free enough to impart a cheerful feeling yet formal
enough to give one the feeling that professional services ere performed

thers. I think it is very important that this professional foe line; bo felt
throughout the structure.
To achieve this professional feeling is not an easy task. I think
that a simple uncomplicated floor plan and structural system are essential,

By kooping the floor plan simple and clean, complicated little spaces will
not develop and circulation will be free and easy. I think that a simple
oppression of the structure will help one get the feeling that the building
is orderly. An orderly and simple building will, I feel, make people who
have contacts with the Highway Commission feel that the work performed

there is also in order.
Simplicity should not end at the floor plan and structural system
but should be carried throughout the interior and exterior of the structure.
This is not to say that there cannot be ornamentation, I feel, however,
that ornamentation should be kept to a minimum. If the design is simple,
but done in good taste, and if materials are used harmoniously, this
professional dignity that I will be striving for can be accomplished with
very little ornamentation. Simplicity of line and detail is essential.
The materials used should have a solid and lasting richness about
them. I am not excluding any materials here for I feel that concrete, when
given a nice finished texture, can impart a feeling as nice as a Rosewood
paneled wall. Material finish and texture are important here. To have
professional dignity the materials must not be flashy and blatant but rather,
they should be soft and subtle.

Color is also an important element in obtaining this professional
lee ling. These colon should be light and cheerful and could include some
high contrasts. I feel that large areas o! strong or dark colors should be
avoided especially dark blues, greens, and browns, High concentrations
of these colors tend to be oppressive.
Not only should the building be subtle but the surrounding grounds
should also present a professional mood. The landscaping of a complex
of this size is an enormous problem and in reality would probably be done
in conjunction with a landscape architect. I would like to think that a
landscape architect would share my feelings and therefore provide a simple
and dignified expression. I think that this could be accomplished with
well oriented approaches in relationship with the vegetation that will
probably be introduced. Fountains and sculpture are possible considerations
also.
The approach to and the entrance of the building will be very impor
tant in creating the mood of the building. I can't help but think that the
entrance and reception area should be very subtle with a good integration
of materials, colors, and texture. The feeling one gets from approaching
and entering the building should be carried throughout the structure. Clean
lines, shapes and forms are essential.

A HIGHWAY mmnsm&XQll BUILDING

DESIGN SUMM&KT
% Bagfasond A* Johnson
Tao Highway Department is a highly complicated state unit consisti^r; o:;'
twenty-six separate departments and .sactions and it will consist of some 2Cf
employees by the early 1980J s ivhich is the design criteria 1 used for this
design# Within the twenty»*six sections there am several supplementary
fmictions that would have to be performed*

1

Due to the complexity of the problem and the tiae factor* final rlre
of all furniture & fixtures was not attempted* In actuallity that would :
next step beyond the point inhere 1 haw taken s%r design® What I have done
therefore, is to provide areas that were required by the outline I have
received from the Highway Department* The numbers* sises, and types of al
spaces t^ere taken from this outline#
In order to got some organization I took all of the twenty«»six depart"
and separated them into related areas* From this it Has possible to rein
interdependent departments both vertically and horizontally*
For example the .IBM Computer Area is used a great deal by the Highway
the Preeonstruction Department aiid other design departments* these areas
therefore located vertically above the IBM Center*

v
c

Since there was no similarity between departments the floor plans co
be easily related* Any type of modular system was abandoned (except for •:
spacing of the columns «**• 32 ft on centers) because it was too inflexible
also became apparent that a maximum amount of perimeter area was needed a
hence the development of the three different work areas connected togetho
a combination circulation and mechanical eore*
The structural system is a waffle slab spanning 32 feet*^hile this v
floor system takes up a little more space than a flat slab it saves weight
The waffle slab gave me the freedom to expose the pans in the large draft!
areas and thus giving a 103 « 6* ceiling height in these larger areas* ID
the smaller areas the ceilings would be furred doi-m*
• ;~
Since there is no real similarity of the floor plans and areas provided
it became evident that no real modular type of exterior fenistration could
used*Here again the modular system was not flexible enough for the problem*
therefore decided to use precast window units of different sises placed in the?
areas as needed and provided a random effect*
I have attempted in my design to provide a functional building which h
a professional appearance* Emphasis is given to the lobby entrance area by the
different type of fenistration* The regularity of this fenistration is surest!
of its function*
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